ERIBA Nova SL
Supreme design with perfect functionality.

ERIBA Nova SL - Luxury Caravan
Supreme design with perfect functionality.

The ERIBA Nova SL is the ideal caravan for winter
camping, thanks to features such as the 51 mmthick GRP floor, PU framed windows, PUAL hightech body and frost-protected plumbing and
wiring. The optionally available hot water and floor
heating system provides home-from-home comfort.
And it goes without saying that the raum+system
is incorporated here too for optimal space
management. A modern design combined with
excellent functionality and first-class equipment
features make holidaying in the ERIBA Nova SL a
unique experience.

Characteristics
Weight: 1.500 – 2.000 kg
Overall length: 7,21 - 8,05 m
Width: 2,30 / 2,40 m
Height: 2,62 m
Berths: 4

Highlights
PUAL body shell design: optimal insulation,
absolute stability
More freedom of movement with 1.98 m
headroom
PU double-glazed windows with inner frames
GRP lightweight floor (wood-free) 51 mm
50-l underfloor freshwater tank
Optimal brake force thanks to AAA Premium
Brake
raum+system: for added stowage space and
functionality
Exclusive ERIBA multifunctional LED hybrid
lights – Night signature with the 3 distinctive
ERIBA stripes

ERIBA Nova SL - Exterior view & stowage
compartments

Front view
Front, roof and rear in the colour Carrara White with new, elegant decals

Rear view
With sturdy manoeuvring handles at the front and a continuous manoeuvring handle spanning the rear, the
ERIBA Nova SL can be moved into the correct position quickly and easily. The rear has an impressive
automotive design and features the new LED hybrid lights in the distinctive ERIBA 3-stripe night signature.

A real head-turner

Underbody

The striking appearance of the high-quality
Goldschmitt alloy rims (optional) further enhances
the stylish overall look of the ERIBA Nova GL. In
spite of their light weight, they also permit a
substantially higher payload.

Fully galvanised system lightweight chassis with
galvanised axle beam – Optional waste water tank
under the vehicle, 50 litres as standard – Fresh
water tank under-floor, insulated and heated.

Side view
All the windows are tinted and feature double insulating acrylic glazing. The caravan has a large exterior
locker door that enables the storage space underneath the bed even to be accessed from outside.

Bicycle rack
The drawbar carrier for two bicycles is secure and practical. The bicycle rack can be tilted so that the gas
locker can be freely accessed without having to unload the bikes.

The premium drawbar jockey wheel with
integrated load indicator, comfort wheel and
integrated swing arm suspension is available as an
option for the ERIBA Nova SL.

The premium drawbar jockey wheel’s integrated
load indicator means that you can keep a constant
eye on the weight being borne by the drawbar
when loading the caravan – ensuring that the load
is balanced evenly.

The optional universal awning socket with 230 V,
12 V and TV connections can even be used to hook
up and supply power to electrical equipment
outside the caravan.

The electro-autonomy package, which is available
as an optional extra, consists of a 95 Ah AGM
living area battery, a 230 V automatic charger, an
LED charger control display and a booster. It is
housed in the storage box underneath the seating
area.

Please note, that for the UK the offered models and equipment components can differ from the descriptions
and information given here. The illustrations are for example purposes only, and may feature optional
extras, accessories and vehicle decorations which are not supplied as standard. Optional extras are
included in the current price list and available at the extra cost indicated. We reserve the right to modify
the equipment or make product improvements not shown in the photos during the lifecycle of the model
ranges. We cannot accept any liability for content errors and modifications.

ERIBA Nova SL - Living area
Caravanning with a touch of luxury.

Convivial atmosphere
The ambient lighting, supplied as standard, makes for a cosy evening atmosphere – perfect for getting
together round the table (seen here in the Nova Light 540 SL in the simple Pebble Leather design).

